
 

Write the letters here!

Gladhytt

Welcome to Visingsö, the island that is teeming with hidden treasure. Right now, you are holding in 
your hands a map to one of them. Go to five places and find the hidden letters that will be needed to 
unlock a treasure chest. The green and red marks on the map can be found in the area surrounding the 
harbour. The remaining yellow, blue and the purple marks can be found either to the north or south of 
the island. You only need to visit one yellow, one blue and one purple mark to solve the treasure hunt. 

GAMLA HAMNEN (The Old Harbour)
The old harbour lies below Visingsö castle and is where boats have cast off for hundreds of years. 
Take a grown-up to the jetty to look for the first letter.
 Maybe it’s hiding below the surface of the water?

VISINGSBORG (Visings Castle)
On the road between Visingborgs Castle and Wisingsborg Gardens is an information board about the 
castle. Who was the king who kept prisoners at the castle during the 1 700s? To discover the letter, 
take the roman numerals that are in this king’s name and then find the letter that comes in this 
number’s place in the alphabet. 

STORA SILVERGRANEN(Big silver fir tree)/KUMLABY KYRKA (kumlaby church)
To solve the treasure hunt task at this place, look for a yellow letter that is hidden 
somewhere in the nearby surroundings. 

PERSGÅRDEN/GLADHYTT
Are you ready to take a break in this wonderful oasis? 
To work out what the letter is, you need to take a look around the entrance. 

NÄS/TEMPELGÅRDEN
Welcome to this historic place! Look out for a sign with a yellow circle to work 
out what the last letter is. If you don’t have time to make it to this final stop,
 scan this QR code instead to answer a question.

In the waiting room at the main harbour you will find a treasure 
chest which is locked with a key code. All the letters you have gathered
 make up a word which you can use to open the chest. 

If you need help, call the tourist information  on 0771-211 300 (mon–fri).

Tempelgården

Silvergranen

Gamla hamnen

SCAN HERE!
To find directions/google maps. 


